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While my introduction to Godello was in Galicia and Bierzo in northwestern Spain, the variety 
has also been growing for many years in Portugal, where it is called Gouveio (though until a few 
years ago it was also called Verdelho, despite being quite distinct from the grape named that in 
Madeira—but that confusion is over now). Right after harvest in 2018 I had the pleasure of 
visiting Portugal again and exploring Gouveio’s expressions in several terroirs there. 
While several producers note its “affinity for oak” and richness, the majority of these wines are 
bright, juicy, and linear, which I prefer. Too much alcohol and oak obscure varietal and site 
definition, and I prefer wines with distinctions, rather than blending into the formulaic 
“luxury cuvee” miasma.

After working with Godello since 2011, I am getting used to its habits in the vineyard, habits 
that push the usual envelope of expectations. While it is not particularly vigorous in its growth, 
Godello likes to set more clusters than some of the shoots can easily ripen; so we have to do a 
pretty aggressive green fruit thinning, more than in most white varieties. Then those clusters 
are unusually tight, resulting in scattered breaks in the pedicel (the little connecting stem on 
each berry) and subsequent raisining of those berries affected. Once you get used to seeing that, 
and realizing that it has virtually no effect on whole-cluster-pressed juice, you need only worry 
about the tendency to sunburn, against which you need to sculpt the canopy for protection.

The 2018 Godello is very much like its recent predecessors, perhaps a cross of the 2016 and 
2017. Its aromatics are more earth-toned than the Albariño, with a touch of sweet pea and hay. 
In the earliest days after fermentation, one thinks of Sauvignon Blanc from a cool site, but with 
time it grows more toward something like the Italian Pecorino or even Vermentino. It is softer 
and broader on the palate than its Gallego brother, but still lively and luscious. As before, no 
malo-lactic and 4 months in neutral white barrels round out the flavors on the Godello. The 
2018 growing season in Northern California was quite a contrast to the previous year: after a 
warm, dry Spring, moderate temperatures prevailed virtually the entire Summer and into Fall. 
With higher crop levels for most all vineyards, this led to delayed ripening (3 weeks later than 
the warm 2017). The resulting wines are some of the finest and most precise I recall in 
many years here.

2018  Sonoma Valley  Godello

Varieties: 100% Godello
Vineyard: Birdland Vineyard, Sonoma Valley

Harvest: September 20, 2018
Finished Alcohol: 13.0%

Aging: 4 months on lees in neutral French oak barrels
Bottled: 153 cases


